
MINTING UNITS



PLATINCOIN is ready to become your partner and provide you with 
vast opportunities to grow your income. Connect to minting—a new 
profitable way of getting coins. You don‘t need to be an expert in complex 
technical processes or compete with the other network participants. 
All you need to do is to rent equipment from PLATINCOIN and get 
new coins every day by minting.

WELCOME



PLC MINTING UNIT UNIQUE USER ID
The rental period is 36 months, during which time minting will 
produce coins for you every day. The coin minting output and speed 
are calculated using the Max Rate indicator. The calculations are 
based on the system’s current index for the month. Minted coins 
are credited to your Wallet once a day, every day.

HOW MINTING WORKS
After you complete the rental agreement with PLATINCOIN, you will get 
dedicated minting equipment with a unique user ID. The company will 
rent out equipment in its data centers and connect it to the system.

The minting equipment package includes the following:

Hardware as a dedicated server resource

Your unique user ID that shows that this Minting Unit belongs to you

An expanded separate blockchain node as software

A fine-tuned and preinstalled Blockchain Wallet with a full set of rented coins necessary for successful minting

A certain number of coins included in the equipment set is an integral part of the minting process; 
however, the user shall not become the owner of these coins

A controller that will monitor the automated and correct crediting of minted coins

After you complete the rental agreement with PLATINCOIN, you will get 
dedicated minting equipment with a unique user ID. The company will Controller

Dashboard, User Wallet, 
Exchange Speed Storage

Node

UNIQUE USER ID

Hard Wallet
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HOW TO BECOME A PLATINCOIN MINTER?
Just follow three steps, and you can start minting new coins without any effort or difficulties!

Install your PLC Wallet
Platincoin mobile wallets for Android 
and iOS platforms. Your private key will
be stored only in your smartphone. 

Secure and unconventional encryption of 
your private key and encrypted data storage 
in the device. Unprecedented security level.

Download 
the Wallet

Sign up to 
PLATINCOIN

Rent the equipment 
and start minting



CHOOSE THE SPEED FOR IMPROVING YOUR LIFE!

All service charges for the 
36-month term of the  
Minting Unit‘s operating costs 
are included in the one-time 
rental price to be paid.
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MINING VS. MINTING
One of the main advantages of PLATINCOIN is the ability to easily get new coins.

Based on Platincoin‘s own development work and the 
unconventional implementation of Proof-of-Stake in blockchain.

Does not require industrial-scale capacities or 
constant equipment build-up.

PLATINCOIN Minting:
Becomes more labor-intensive.

Becomes more expensive.

Consumes increasingly more electricity 
and requires more expensive equipment.

Does not guarantee income.

Traditional mining based on Proof-of-Work:

Crypto Messenger 
We have combined common 
smartphone technology with 
Blockchain technology of the 
future to win a huge target 
group for the coin.

High security
Secure private 

key storage



Great alternative to PC
Replaces your computer‘s 
around the clock work

PLC SECURE BOX
This patented device securely saves the private key and enables Platincoin Minting.

Mining + Minting
Easy coin access

High security
Secure private key storage

Stability
Stability and speed guaranty of 
the decentralized PLC network

High security
Secure private 

key storage

Sustainability
Saves energy resources and has a 

low environmental impact



        19%        Germany       13,7%     Austria

      7,9%      India

       7,7%       Switzerland

      14,3%     Russia

PLATINCOIN GEOGRAPHY



       7,7%       Switzerland

    5%         France

    4,5%       Nigeria

    2,3%       Ukraine

    2%        Brazil

    23,6%      Other Countries
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